An Alabama 501 c 6 Nonprofit Corporation
The Alabama Solar Industry Association (AlaSIA)

The **mission** of the Association is to **support job creation and economic growth** by focusing on **expanding markets and strengthening the solar industry** in Alabama through **advocacy, education and industry support**.

AlaSIA was formed to represent the interests of Alabama’s growing solar industry in both Montgomery and in Washington, DC.
Membership in AlaSIA

Members may include manufacturing/marketing/design/installation of solar products, components and services (including products and services supplied for the manufacturing of solar equipment), research and development in the field of solar energy, ownership and/or use of major solar energy equipment (such as utilities, builders, architects and other business entities), and general advocacy for the interests of the Association.
VOTING MEMBERSHIP

Voting Members shall have all the rights and obligations granted to them by the provisions of the Alabama Nonprofit Corporation Law ( Ala. Code §§ 10A-3-1.01. et seq.), including, but not limited to, the right to vote, hold office, and to chair committees.

NON-VOTING MEMBERSHIP

The rights and privileges of the Non-Voting Members are limited to non-voting participation on committees, participation at Association meetings and activities at “member rates” and receipt of normal communications of the Association.
Voting Members

MANUFACTURERS
Any company, corporation, business entity, or individual participating in a commercial manufacturing venture of solar energy equipment in Alabama or Alabama’s surrounding, contiguous states is eligible for a Manufacturer membership.

INSTALLERS/DISTRIBUTORS
Any company, corporation, business entity, or individual whose primary business deals with the distribution or installation of solar energy equipment in Alabama or Alabama’s surrounding, contiguous states is eligible for an Installer/Distributor membership.

OTHER FOR-PROFIT CORPORATIONS
Any for-profit company, corporation, business entity, or individual which does not fall into any other category of membership and which is operating a business unit in Alabama or Alabama’s surrounding, contiguous states directly participating in the solar energy industry or providing a line of products or services specifically related to the solar energy industry is eligible for Other For-profit Corporate Entity membership.
Non-Voting Members

UTILITIES AND GOVERNMENT-SUPPORTED FACILITIES
Any utility or government-supported facility (including research facilities) in Alabama or Alabama’s surrounding, contiguous states participating in a venture utilizing solar energy or engaged in solar energy research or policy making is eligible for non-voting membership.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Any non-profit educational institution or non-government non-profit organization in Alabama or Alabama’s surrounding, contiguous states participating in activities directly related to the solar energy industry is eligible for non-voting membership.

ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Any other person located in Alabama or Alabama’s surrounding, contiguous states who has an ancillary interest in solar energy, but who does not directly participate in the solar energy industry as a commercial venture is eligible for non-voting membership.
AlaSIA Directors

Gregory Cox - President
Energy Programs Manager - Spectrum Solutions, Inc. Madison, AL

Scott Clark – Vice President
Chief Operating Officer – Shoals Technologies Group Inc. Huntsville, AL

Julianne Bernstein – Secretary/Treasurer
Business Development Director – Brilliant Rack/Cantsink, Inc. Birmingham, AL

Temporary Directors until Elections at first Board Meeting - TBD

AlaSIA Directors must be Alabama Residents
## Annual Membership Fees

### MANUFACTURERS
- **Small ($0-$2M)**: $500
- **Medium ($2M – $10M)**: $1,750
- **Large (over $10M)**: $3,500

### INSTALLERS/DISTRIBUTORS
- **Small ($0-$2M)**: $500
- **Medium ($2M – $10M)**: $1,750
- **Large (over $10M)**: $3,500

### OTHER FOR-PROFIT CORPORATIONS
- **Small ($0-$2M)**: $500
- **Medium ($2M – $10M)**: $1,750
- **Large (over $10M)**: $3,500

### UTILITIES
- Investor Owned: $3,500
- Municipal or Coop: $1,000

### GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES
- $1,000

### NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
- $350

### ASSOCIATE MEMBER
- $750
## ANNUAL EVENT SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES*

### ALASIA SOLAR GOLF OUTING
- Awards Cocktails
- Boxed Lunches
- Awards Buffet
- One Hole Sponsor
- Company Swag
- Beer Cart

### ALABAMA SOLAR SUMMIT
- Cocktails
- Lunch
- Breakfast
- Breaks
- Tabletop Display
- Pen Sponsor
- Panel Sponsor
- Swag Sponsor

*Sponsorship pricing TBD
Need More Information?

Contact one of us:

greg@alasia.org – 256.425.7620

scott@alasia.org

julianne@alasia.org

www.alasia.org